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Greater Manchester & Lantum
FAQs

Does it cost anything to my practice?
No. Greater Manchester Primary Care covers the subscription cost for your practice. The only cost to 
you is the hourly rate for the locum GP, nurse, or receptionist, and a 1% payment processing fee. 

How do I register my practice?
Follow this link to sign up and to get access to the workforce bank: 
http://info.lantum.com/greatermanchester_pm

Why does Lantum ask for payment details at sign up?
The payment details being collected are only to establish how you’ll pay the GP, nurse, or 
receptionist that comes to work in your practice. You do not need to enter them straight away and 
can opt not to input the details. They are only required if you need to pay a locum after they have 
worked in your practice. 

If I decide to engage a doctor or member of the bank on a permanent basis, is there a finder’s 
fee?
No. Lantum encourages you to meet new sta� that can o�er continuity of care at your practice. If you 
o�er someone a salaried position, there is no finders fee or penalty. 

Can I use Lantum’s rostering tool, Rota Pro?
Yes. Please get in touch with maddie@lantum.com to set your practice up with the Rota Pro tool and 
to have a brief training session.

Can I use Lantum to roster for the mass COVID vaccination programme?
Yes. Please get in touch with maddie@lantum.com to get set up.

Who do I go to for support?
For questions to Greater Manchester: Kerry.porter@nhs.net
For question about Lantum: support@lantum.com or maddie@lantum.com 
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Got any other questions about using Lantum? Explore support FAQs here.

What is Lantum?
Lantum is the digital platform provider that Greater Manchester Primary Care has partnered with 
to host their workforce bank. The bank is accessible to every practice and primary care service 
within Greater Manchester. Lantum also o�ers a rostering tool for all practices and services 
called Rota Pro which can be used for scheduling salaried sta� as well as to reach into the 
workforce bank if needed. 


